What is a Business Advisory Service?

Understanding the local employment market in Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire is challenging. In order to maximise employment opportunities for our Interns, we hope to establish collaborations with representatives from organisations which recognise that Project SEARCH can offer a sustainable pool of talent for future recruitment.

How can you help?

- Provide advice regarding local employment market information for Internship development, competitive skill acquisition and overall Project SEARCH programme improvement
- Promote the project and its mission in your networking circles in order to create employment opportunities for the Project SEARCH interns
- Provide guidance on how Project SEARCH can integrate more closely with local businesses for mutual benefit

You would be involved with the project on an informal basis. You would receive monthly progress updates from the Interns, and receive requests for advice from the team on an ad hoc basis for information/guidance regarding your business and industry.

If you are interested in becoming part of our Business Advisory Service, please contact:

Heather Crabb
h.crabb@abdn.ac.uk / (01224) 272404